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GZAGHOSIOY, ATIOJ BRAZIL AID SOVIET PROPAGANDA.

1. he activity of the Czechoslovak legation in Brazil has been

officially reinstated on October 9,1942.

On the diplomatic list there are following members of the Legation

Charge d'Affairs - Vladimir Nosek
Secretary to the Legation - Jan Masa
Military Attache - Col.Cenek Hutnik
Assistant Military Attache - Lieut.Rudilf Nekola

Those not on the diplomatic list are:

Chief of fie Press Department - Dr.Jiri Reiszman
Officers - assistants toMilitary Attache -

Mjr."ngineer Kolin Valdemar
Mjr.Vladislav Beni sek
Cpt.Dr.Karol Pankert

The presence of so many officers is being accounted for,before the

Srazilian authorities,by "tre recruiting activity among Czechoslovak citizens

who,in the huge Brazilian territory, amount to barely several thousands.

All the mentioned members of the Czechoslovak Legation are carryin

on a very active propaganda not only in behalf of Czechoslovauamu't in behalf

of Soviet Russia as well.

2. linister Nosek is extremely active and enterprising in the

diplomatic field.Owing to his efforts,one of the towns of the Mio de Janeiro

utatghas been named after Lidice. The chief promoter of the ceremony,held on

that occasion,on June 11,1944,was the Interventor (Cover-noi) of the State, son-

in-law of the President of the Republic,Dr.Amarel Peixoto. In his” speech deliver-

ed on that occasion he emphasized that Lidice had been rebuilt Wy Brazil as a

token of the heroic struggle the Czechoslovak people are carrying on against

Xxksx Nazism. In new built-up Lidice a school,named after President Wenesz,h ad

been set up.In that way "Brasilian people of the new town paid their homage to

President Benesz".

Minister Wosek thanking Interventor Peixoto for his speech recalled

that in the Czechoslovak Lidice had existed a school nemed after Polish national

hero 'Tedeuss Kosciuszko,who had been a friend of Czechs.It was in a way a hint to

better Czechoslovak=Poli sh relations than they are now.
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5, The Czechoslovak propaganda activity is headed by the said Dr.

Jiri Reiszman,Czech citizen of Jewish origin.!le maintains the closest contacts

with communist ,it is to say,with pro-Soviet publications.le abundantly supplies

the weekly "Diretrizes" with articles. The said weekly,recently liquidated by the

authorities,was decidedly pro-communist and pro-Soviet, and absolutely hostile

towards Poland and the Polish Goverment in London.Reiszman, on every occasion,

gives interviews to the newspapers belonging to the "Dięrios Associados" Concer n,

manifestly pro-Soviet.Further,he publishes pamphlets on the rôle of Czechoslova-

kia in Zurope‚and the like,and tries to obtain for his publications a wide flung

publi city.

In his public activity Reissman endeavours to bring out his pro-

Soviet sympathy and mammwxiwæxkwx to demonstrate that all the Slavæz peoples, after

the pattern of Czechoslovakia,should look for their holdfast in Moscow,for only

this would give them guarantee of independance and of a real democratic develop-

mont.

4. lot the less role in the field of propaganda has been played by

Military Attache Col.Cenek Hutnik who,on the pretence ofwfor the

Czechoslovak army,makes wfkwmxkxk frequent trips to the country where he delivers

speeches tinged with Soviet tendencies,and gives interviews.Recently he was to

Sio Paulo.

Some time ago Col.!utnik visited Curitiba where he passed himself

off as Commander-in-Chief of Czechoslovak Forces in Brazil (?). In the interview

accorded to "Diario da Tarde" he declared that he arrived at Curitiba officially

only for establishing contacts with Czechoslovak Colony, and to carry out the
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recruitment for the Czechoslovak army in'Brazil‚as well as in the whole South

America.I% is to be noted that the whole Czechoslovak Colony in Curitiba amounts

to no more than 10 people,including Czech women married to Poles.

On the pretence of recruitment Col.!utnik went to Uruguay, but he

concealed the fact "crupulouuly that his first function there was the visit paid

to the Soviet legation in Montevideo.

Of Col. Hutnik's further utterances one is worth to be noted. The vic-

tory over Nazism - said the Colonel - can be obtained only by a close cooperat-

ion of all democratic nations able to guarantee a lasting peace.Czechoslovakia

which has always professed these principles is already today preparing itsclf

for concluding a pact with Great Britain,Russia and with other countries,as well

as for entering into an alliance with the future Austria.As to Poland Col. futnik

did not uttered a single word.

5. Since over six months,the trips of the members of the Czecho-

slovek Legation to the country have become more frequent,and on every occasion

interviews have been given to various provincial Press organs. The Press of the

Capital has been informed by special telegrams.In all those interviews Soviet

Russia has been mentioned.

In the newspapers belonging to the "Diarios Associados" Concern and

in other pro-Soviet newspapers a steady and systematic Czechoslovak propaganda

is being carried on,which in most cases it is coupled with Soviet or directly

with communist propaganda.

The Czochs in Brazil spend large smounts of money on propaganda.

Almost in every,more or less influential, newspaper they have their paid agents.

It is of interest to note that in the apex of the struggle for Monte Casino the max

news sent by the Corresvondent of "Diarios Associados" stresking the rôle played

by Polish soldiers in that important battle was supplied by "0 Jornal" with a

big headline to the effect: "The (Czechs fight in Italy",despite the fact that

the telegram mentioned casually that both the Poles and Czechsmotwithatanding

linguistic differences get gxEk along pretty well with their fellows-in-arms. [4m
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The Czech Legation in Rio de Janeiro publishes well edited Press

Bulletin under the title "Servigo Tehecoslovaco de Inférmeço'e's" (loticias da

Agencia Telegrafica da Tehecoslovaguia - Londres).liost of the news bf that Bul-

letin deal chiefly with Czecho-Soviet relations,glorifying the Red Army.

Soviet Russia is being represented by the Bulletin as a Power "fight,

ing for Liberty of Slav nations",and the approaching of Cen.Zukoff"s army towards

the former frontiers of Czechoslovakia is termed as "the Merch of Liberation."

Stalin's telegram to Benesz,put conspicuously in the Bulletin,said

to the effect that "after the defeat ofthe enemy at the Carpathia Mountains

the Army of the First Uk sinian Front had reached our frontiers with Czechoslo-

vakia." This has not been meant for the Czechs and is distributed in gelore among

the members of the Polish Society "Polonia".

6. It should be noted that the uptake of Czech propaganda activity,

particularly in the Press,has followed hard on the conclusion of the Soviet-Czech

Pact.Close relations between the Czech Legation in Mio and the Soviet Legation

to Uruguay seem not to suggest any doubt.All the Soviet employees passing through

Rio are met by the Czechs.During Orloff's stay in Rio,the only Mllied minister—

who welcomed him at the airfield was Czech Minister Nosek.Besides,all the Czech

officers were on hand.

Under these circumstances,it is clear,the Czechs in Brazil play

almost conspicuous role of Soviet propaganda outpost.,

Rio de Janeiro,July 12,1944.
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well-known physician in Porto Alegre and throughout the state

of Rio Grande do Sul;owner of printing shops;charged before the Tribunal of Se-

curity for high treason. The act of impeachment asks for depriving him of Braz-

ilian citizenship on the ground that he 6f his own free w111_becane German cit-

isen.

Metzler was born in Porto Alegre and obtained there his phys-

ician's diploma.Hle comes from a German family,and maintained close relations

with the Reich to which country he made frequent trips (1914,1927,1928,193B) .

In 19x28 he married a German citizen.In 1934 he set up in Rio G,ande do Sul In-

tegralist Party in understanding with the the Integralists leader PlimhoSalga-

do with whom he maintained steady contacts.Shortly before this war,he declared

himself as Hitler's follower.In 1942 he was arrested,but ,xafter having made

a declaration that he would fullfil his duties as Brazilian citisen,was set

free. After regaining his liberty he settled down in the city of Nova Hamburgo

in the state of Rio Grande do Sul,where continued his pro-Nazi activity.

Special attention was paid to Metzler"s case on the score of

the fact that id had been tied up with the pro-Nazi activities carrial on by

the Curia of the Archbishop of Porto Alegre.

The background of the case is following: In the Catholic life

of Porto Alegre,as late as before this war,both brothers Metzlers - lawyer Franz

representative of the policy of the Catholic Centre in Germany, and publisher of

kxmmxitxk the then Catholic periodical "Volksblatt" of Porto Alegre;and Dr.Wol-

fram,phycisian,chief shareholder and factual manager of the newspaper "Neue

Deutsche Zeitung",which iń short time took on a pronounced pro-Nazi aspect.

During the period of friendly relations between Brazil and

Hitler 's Germany , Dr.Volfram brought about a complete financial ruin of his

brother "s paper and,with the help of the Curia,the liquidation of "Volksblatt",

transformed into a weekly. At the same time ,Dr . Volfram bought out the majority

of the shares of the official organ of the Curia "A Neçîo".and became its

editor in chief. "4 Nagäo",transformed into a daily,took a hostile attitude
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towards the Aliies,during the B,azil's neutrality,manifesting overtly its pro-

Nazi Iyméathield'he paper was backed up by the Curia and was colported free of

charge by the clergy;what is more ‚there were zummx instances when the editorials

auf of "A Nagao" were being read off from church pulpits.

Transformation of "A NaęSo" into an organ of Nazi propaganda,spend-

thrift management and & free-of-charge colporting resulted in an

unvieldy deficit. The subventions from Berlin,promised by Dr.Wolfram,did not

come,and the Curia,pressed by the creditors,switched over the debts on all the

Catholic parishes,debiting them with a Press tax to the amount from 5 to 10

thousands cruzeiros each.This ordinance coincided with the rupture of diplomatic

relations by Brasil with the Axis countries.During the anti-Nazi manifestations

in Porto Alegre and the smagh oł Nazi properties,the editorial premises and

the printing shop of "A Nagao" :;Gthe first victim of the rabble. The damages

mounted to over 1 million eruzeiros.This time also the losses were defrayed

by the Curia,under the threat of the creditors who manaced to reveal the scandal.

The moving wackk spirit of the Curia is the Archbishop of Porto

Alegre himself who,it is said,was born in Prussian Pomerania,and arrived in

Brazil,when 4 years old.Since taking up the Archbishop's post in Porto Alegre,

he has always acted as a propagator of "powerful Germany",and during this war

has spoken enthusiastically of Fascism and Nazism.The high post he has occupied

in Church hierarchy held him up to some extent in his political activity. None

oi; those sorupules had Prelate Neiss,Secretary General to the Curia and actual

administrator of the Archidiocese.Neiss,born in Brazil, completed flic theolbgical

studies in Germany,whereupon he cane back to Brazil as an inveterate propagator

of Nazi doctrines.0n this ground his friendship with Dr.Wolfram developed.

Unexpected move taken by the Police authorities against Dr.Wol-

fram placed Prelate Neiss in a very uneasy situation. According to the general

consesus,in order to avoid an overt political scandal marżę; be put across

personnel changes in the Curia,and in the first place Prelate leis would have

to gmxh'ch'biuficp Becker,since a long timghas been seriosly ill.It is quite pos-

sible that he also would be compelled to quit his post.
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The process of exchange of clergy between Rio Grande do Sul and the

northern states of Brazil has already been started.There are being sent priests

of German descent up North,and in their stead are being brought to Rio Grande

do Sul Brazilian priests of Portuguese origin.

Those changes may,in considerable extent,to be condusive to the weaken-

ing of pro-Nazi sentiments in the whole South of Brazil.-

Rio de Janeiro,July 18,1944.
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CTATEABRMILAD,Dracilian citizen of French origin,occupies a prominent

position in Brazilian Press as a publicist.Boing undoubtedly a talented

writer,he owes his position chiefly to the ability of adapting himsslf to

the specific political circumstances in South Americe in genoral and in

Brazil in particular.

Flexibility of his political views helps him greatly in strik-

ing up wished-for contacts and brings him well-paid jobs.This accounts large-

ly for the fact that Coateaubriand has been entrusted with the presidemey of

the biggest Press Concern in Brasil "Marios Associados" and with the post

of Rditor=in-Chiof of the daily "0 Jornal".Besides,he exercises considerable

and decisive influence over the widely-read country dailies - in perticular

in Ste Paulo = belonging to the Concern.

--- Assis Chateaubriani,at the time of normal and even friendly

realtions between Brazil,ami Germany and Itely,defended Hazist and Fascist

policies with equal seal as he now defends PambAmericaniam from them.

The main motive of Chateaubriand"s activity are,0f course,

consi@erat&ons of his personal interests.Owing to his influenee and opportu-

nities he enjoys in the Press as well as in the broadcasting institutions,

he constitutes a very precious asset for all kinds of businessmen who avail-

Ang themselves of their officiel and private posts try to increase their per-

sonal fortunes.This accounts for close contacts Chatesubriand meintains with

all branches of industries and ventures which bring him easy gains.

Recently Chateaubriand has taken a speciel interest in armement

Industry which,as a rule,promises considerable profits.Thus he has become a

right hand of Salgado Hllho,Minister of Aviation,end is helping him to pork

put across the so-called "aviation campaign" which has for its aim to equip

all the Brasilien Aviation Clubs with school appliances bought with social

funds in imerican firms. an intermediary role in those deals playds the

Fronch "House "Wesbla",which ‚_„ü- out swell provisions to Chateaubriand.

% The "outstanding" publicist however is after bigger things.

In this connection he has made for the United States not so much for estab-
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lishing a close cooperation with that country but with American capitalists.

The chief objective of his trip is to work up the interests of the Company

vhich has been set up in Brazil for the production of aluminum so precious

for war industry. The Company - assert the initiated -has been set up by

prominent representatives of the Brasilian political circles heeded by

Amirsl Peixoto,President's son-in-law and the Interventor (Governor) of the

State of Rio de Janeiro.

The Company,1% is said,has obtained from one of the three imoric-

an Concerns,through political bargaining,the license for the production of alu

minum in Brazil.The Americans were not willing to issue the license because

of their monopolistic tendencies as far as aliminum is concerned.

To put the plant in working order in Brazil two conditions are

required:bauxite quarries and facilities in obtaining criolit.

The first problem the Company will probably be able to cope with,

as Brazil possesses the richest layers of bauxite containing from

47 to 72% of natal-Pogo- and Caldas are rich in bauxite layers.The whole area

belongs to the S&o Paulo family Penteado,the barons of the Bupire period. Ons

of the members of the family,ultra-Cathblic,willed his whole wealth in cash

to the religious Order of Resurrectionists in M teroi „Tus the Order having

obtained controling power over the bauxite area keeps Intex-natur Peixoto

informed on the estate of the property which was administered by the

young generation of Peixoto family.Interyentor Peixoto is being supplied with

the apropriate information by the Order through his wife Yarges-Peixoto.

Two years ago,one Dr.Cassio Guilhem,allegedly a relative of the

Navy Mini ster ,stroke up the acquaintance with one of the members of Penteade

family - Helio Ponteado,unaccompli shed physician.Cassio talked elio Penteado

into establishing a corporation for the production of cement,aluminum and iron

under the style of "Feralum". The Corporation prospered for a certain period

of time under the management of Cassio and Penteado,and the board of direc-

tors had in its midst some State dignitaries.

Not long ago Dr.Cassio Guilhem died suddenly,and the Corporation
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begen to «im. down,and finally nut» bankrupt.The liabilities amount ‚€

to about 10 million armin-.n- "mn.-butt: for bringing the Corporation

to nin has been pinned on the late Dr.Cassio;nevertheless young Penteado ,

owner of the bauxite tort-lum" been nul“ with financial responsability.

The newly set up Company for the production of aluminum is

going to avail itself of this opportunity,and is trying to take hold of the

banxite terrains. R

As to the criolit the things do mt looks so well,8s Island

possesses the corner on this mineral. Until recently criolit was exported

through- Danemark to Germany,Italy,France and Switzerland. Since the Americans

Succeeded to bring about the proclamation of independance of Island the ex-

port of criolit was brought to an end. Since then,the United States has been

the only country which controls the export of this mineral.Thus the chief

mission of Chateaubriand in the United States is to secure contracts from

American bosses of criolmit for the delivery of that mineral to the newly

orosted Gompany.To bring the negotiations to a favorable end it was necessary

to resort to political concessions which undoubtedly had been made by Chatea-

briand in the name of his powerful mrotectors.In this light it is easy to

understand quite clear allusions made under the address of Chateabri and on

th; part of "Coredo da Mama" to the effect that he is taking advantage of

the State .com-lm! for personal glinu.

A characteristic light has been shed upon the whole affsir by the

fact that Chateaubriand was to propose Americanization of Brazilian bases,with

the knowledge of Brazilian Amba ssador to the United Sił-nymi ion chars-

cteristic is the fact that after a day's rumpus of the Brasilian Press raised

around the affair the pol-nico. with Chateaubriand had been brought to a sud-

den stop,and Chateaubriand keeps on carrying on his pro-American canpaign,of

course,in a toned-down form.-

139 de Jansiro,August 8,1944,
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| soviet Passports ISSUED To CITIZENS OF TH _MEXED

Since 'over three yin-1 there has been carried on the „mit, in

% * Brazil for embracing Soviet citizenship by the citizens of the countries

i anńexed by Russia during this war.. N°

The Soviet propaganda to this effect is carried on among unsuf-

gmli‘soufigu ścianach?; “fx’fiim'éhghfi’é‘ Russi ans) , Ukr ai ni ansà
!' and Llthuaniana in Hrazil who mostly belong to the working class. So-

viet age@Fe SHE twgœnmuu of Poland |

have been legally incorporated into Russia on the strength of the Hib

bentrop-Holotor Pact,and hence all the inhabitants of those territories

p
e
n
c
e

have become Soviet citizens automatically.

} ( The scope of this activity has been enlarged after the outbreak

of the Soyiet-Gorman war and after the annexation of Baltic States and

 Bessarabla;ag a result Mumerous Esthonians,Latvians,iitraanians and

Rumanians applied to the Soviet Embassy in for information

as to what formalities they have to comply with in order to obtain So-

viet citizenship. Hadkger of the Soviet Consulate General in the U.S.,

conrade Kali stretoff, answered muntem to all tho queries in detail,

and forwarded appropriate guestioneries (form 16.1186) to every “jun-

C % und!!!) to send ord passports

,

biographical 'sketeh,;5 photos ein;-n-

port type. °

All such the applicants in Brasil receive through the

pobt-box Ho.%% [u She Ouetañe (snburb-of dûs Paule).

| It is Sf interest to Aote that before the 'Me scow Conference the

motivity of Soviet agents in Brazil was confined chiefly to obtaining

questionaries from the candidates for Soviet citisens,as well as por son-

z al data,according to Keli atratof?"}

"

applicant e were

% informed that they would receive Soviet Bassporta not until after the

"wai. "his à substantisl hange after the Nos-

% cow Conference. A month" later after the Conferbhes ; Soviet passports be-

gen to arrive in Cho Pawło.

 



SOYIER PASCPORRS _ISSURD To TR CITIÆIIS OF TIR AKMNRXED

COUNTRTES Y RUSSIA.

Since over three years there has been carried on the activity in

Brazil for embracing Soviet citizenship by the citizens of the countries

annexed by Russia during this war.

The Soviet propaganda to this effect is carried on anong unsuf-

ficiently politically conscious Ruthenians (White Russians) ,Ukraini ans

and Iithuanians in Brazil who mostly belong to the working class. So-

viet agents try to impress them that the Rastern territories of Poland

have been legally incorporated into Russia on the strength of the Rib-

bontrop-liolotov Pact,and hence all the inhabitants of tho-q territories

have become Soviet citizens automatically.

The scope of this activity has been enlarged after the outbreak

of the Soviet-German war and after the annexation of Baltic States and

Bessarsbiajas a result mumerous Esthonians,Letvians,Iithnanians and

Rumani ans applied to the Soviet Embassy in Washington for information

as to what formalities they have to comply with in order to obtain So-

viet citizenship. Manager of the Soviet Consulate General in the U.S.,

comrade Kalistratoff‚answered mumtesx to all the queries in detail,

and forwarded appropriate questions-ie: (form No.118) to every applic-

ant, asking to send old passports,blographical sketch,5 photos of pass-

port type. S

All such letters the applicants in Brasil receive through the

No.Z7 in Sao Caetano (suburb of Säo Paulo).

It is of interest to note that before the Moscow Conference the

activity of Soviet agents in Brazil was confined chiefly to obtaining

questionaries from the candidates for Soviet citisens,as well as person-

al data,according to Kalistratoff"s instructions.The applicants were

informed that they would receive Soviet passports not until after the

war. This policy,however,underwent a substantiel change after the Nos-

cow Conference. A month later after the Conference,Soviet passports be-

gan to arrive in S&o Peulo.
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In the end of 1943,a8 well as during this year, the issuing of So-

viet passports has taken on a pretty large scope. It is pretty difficult

to establish exact figures,as the owners of Soviet passports obtsined

strict orders not to show off their documents to third persons.

However,the following facts have been established:

1. Soviet passports are being issued to:

a) Polish citizens of Rastern Poland,

b) Be ssar abi a,

c) Baltic States (Lithuania,Latvia and Estonia).

2. The passports are issued to"absolutely reliable" persons
as to whom Soviet authorities can have certain guarantee
that they would not show off their passports to stnanger s.

3. Soviet passports are issued,as a rule,on condition that
the former passports are returned,as the Soviet do not
gdmit of possessing of two passports.

4.Before issuing a passport Soviet authorities try to. ascertain
what are the earnings of the candidate in order to mete out
an appropriate consular fee,although as a rule passports are
being issued free of charge.

While some of the applicants receive regular passports,0thers

are supplied only with documents giving them right to enter Soviet Union

Those permits are issued on official Soviet blanks.

The owners of those documents,mostly Ukrainians and Ti thuani ans,

believe that they will be able,within few weeks,to return to their re-

spective countries.They think they will go via Uruguay.

Both passports and the documents for entering the Soviet Union

obtained by the emigrants from Hastern Poland,Baltic States and Bessar-

abia residing in Säo Paulo (distriets - Villa Zelina, Villa Anastazio, Vil

la Bella) as well as the workers of the Colony Nova Odessa, situated

north-west 'off Campinas. The new Soviet citizens are being recruited

from among working classes.

A11 the said passports and domnmma%kk documents for entering the

Soviet Union,or at least their part,have been issued by the Consular

Department of the Soviet Hmbassy to the United States.

The informants assert that since the establishmont of the Soviet

A Legation to Urugusy,the whole activity of issuing passports to the

UC
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& residents in Brasil is going to be taken over byithe said. Legation,

It has been impossible tva establish up to now in vhat way the

passports are delivered to the applicants. The bearers both of pass-

ports and the documents believe that everything goes

mxit by normal mail,but dor such is not the case. There is no doubt

about i% that the passports are sent

.

by diplomatic mail (it is not

known through what Soviet diplomatie owtpost),and then in Brazil dis-

tributed among the interested persons,

Among Soviet. agents cerrying on campaign for obtaining Soviet

passports the following are playing pretty important role:

+ Ivan Beiag,Rumanian citizen,residing in Sło Gaetano (Sum

Peulo suburb) ,worker,wielding considerable influence among the workers

of his locality.I% is Baise who is the owner of the post-box Jo. 27. at

which arrives the whole mail from the Soviet Embassy in Washington.

2. StanislensBaltnssig, lithuanian,living in Villa BellasSq

Paulo.

3.Constantino (his family name has not been established) ‚works

in-the factory owned by Maurizio Pfefer,rua Jose Peulino,Sio Paulo.

Centers of Communist movement and pro-Soviet activity are:

1. The lithuanian Society of "Estrella da Ananha",near the

Square Sa,§f0 Poulo. This Society is the coâtimation of the former

Lithuanian Zamkakx Cultural Society which had been closed down by the

authorities,and its president Zelman Czerniawski had becn arrested.

He served three years'term,and recently has been set free.

2. The Czech Society "28 de Outobre" which until recently was

under the sway of Ukrainians who also were members of the Society. Now

the Ukrainians and Czech split up.

Both said Societies exist illegally and carry on,almost overt-

ly,a propaganda according to the instructions received from Soviet

authorities. They max also carry on a campaign for embracing Soviet

citizenship,. Iithuanians are the most anxious to become Soviet citizens,

among whom there is the largest number of Communist,since long ago.
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Ukrainians and Ruthenians are also an easy prey for Soviet seditious

propaganda.

A rash exchange of legitimate passports against the

Soviet ones has already created for many persons lots of trouble in

their relations with Brasilian authorities who in accordance with the

Internationa Lew do not recognize unilateral decisions in the matter

of citizenship, In keeping with this principle they define the citizen-

ship of a given person in his identity card (carteira da identidade)

according to the documents by which he arrived in Brazil. Brasilian

authorities are not going to agree to any change inthe state allegiance

during the war.

For this reason the bearers of Soviet passports found them-

selves in a prety fix,especially those who have %wkwmvrut to take out

identity cards for themselves and their families in order to

secure right to stay and work in Brazil. No agent is willing to take

charge of taking out the said documents on the basis of Soviet pass-

ports,as the Brazilian authoriies have not recognized the change of

citizenship.

Moreover,the agents warn the owners of the Soviet passports that

they may be held responsible before the Brazilian authorities for licen-

tious change of personal documents. °

These difficulties ,maybe,will throw cold water on

a too keen desire to renounce the legitimate allegiance to their coun-

tries and to embrace Soviet citizenship.-

Rio de Janeiro,Aughst 21,1944.
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Its links with the organisations of "Free Austrians" in'

» other countries.

The so-called Austrian movement in South America has comprised ex-

clusively those elements which emigrated from Austria after its incorpor-

ation into the Reich.

The majority of the followers of the movement consists of Austrian i

Jews, though Austrian Germans are not lecking,mostly intellectualists,politic- |

ally comprbmised by taking part in movement,and therefore

forced to leave their. country. \
|

Austrian settlements in Brasil and Argentina count from 4 to 7 thous- %

and persons. In other South. American countries the number of the persons

 
asserting their Austrian nationality is insignificant.

The official statistics of Austrians in South American cana-hie!

cannot be taken into account,if only for the reason that

Rumxtuxtyxénx®mazicy South American countries,as for inst.Brasil reckoned

all imnigrants,arrived between 1884 and 1939, among “Austrians‘Hac—cording to

to their Austrian passports,representing all the nationalities of Austro-

Hungerian Monarchy, but having nothing in common with it since long ago.

It is characteristic that the Austrian imnigrants in South America

( * lack political leaders of importance.This accounts for the #xzk nom-partisan

     character of the movement which tries to rally all the Austrians, despite

their political ereeds,round the slogan of restoring independance to Austria

in organizations,known under the name of "Austria Livre".

It does not ::;Îlfiowever, that the leaders of those societies have

no political orientation. After close observation on arrives at the conclus

ion that free Austrian societies in South America sre under the influence

of political currents originating among the Austrians of Canada and the

United State s.

There are to be observed three tendencies in the movement:

l.monsrchical,represented by Fre Austrian Movement in
the United States;

2. comuunistic,influcńced by the Free Austrian Movement

of Great Britain; *
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3». liberal-Christi an,reprosented by Count Czernin and his

Austrian Action in the United States. -

411 these varieties of the laugh—ian Movement act under the cover of

non-partisanghip.

Monarchie variety is largely represonted among the Austrians in

South American countries m(Argentina,Brazi1.Ux-wyuay and others)

where Anton Retchek, Austrian Minister was accreditted.

Retschek has stayed in South America,with the seat in Rio de Janeiro,

since over 30 years.Ne has been conncééd with the Hobsburk Dynasty ever

since,discharging loyally his dkykawxkux functions and avoiding diploma~

tically conflicts with any administration.

After the incorparation of Austria into the Reich Retschek remained

in Rio de Janeiro and managed to maitain unofficial relations 74th the

Brazilian Foreign Office enjoying its confidence.

Due to his personal prestige he succeeded,in 1945,to obtain the

legalization of the Committee of the Defense of Austrian Interests in

Brazil from the authoritics.In this action he enlisted support of Austr-

ian monarchists on whose behalf Archduke Felix Hapsburg paid several vi-

sits to Brasil.Dast time he was in Rio de Janeiro in 1943, admittedly under

the pretext to sound export possibilities from Brazil to Austria.However ,

the real purpose of his visit to Brazil was to induce the Government to

the agreement of setting up the Committee of the Defense of Austrian In-

terests in Brazil under the leadership of Retschek.Felix Napsburh came

muniod with diplomatic passport on behalf of Free Austrian Movement. Ne

held several conversation in this connection with the then Under secretary

of State (at present Foreign Mini ster) Veloso,and secured fram his ap-

proval for his plans.

Brazilian Press,inspired by the representative of Austrian Action,

Helmut to scuttle Nabsburg"s action in Brazil.But owing to

the influence of certain agencies the Department of Press and Propaganda

(DIEP) ordered the Press to stop short any action against Habsburg who

after several months stay in Brazil made for Montevideo wherefrom,in July

(21
   

1945,left for Waskington.
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with the view of the restauration of

 

 

 

The right hand of Anton Retschek in carrying on the political activity

Austrian Monarchy under the Mapsburg's sceptre is the former functionary

on behalt of Audria in the League of Nations Dr.Metal.Being a specialist in

social securities line he is employed by the Brazilian Ministry of Social

Affeirs.Owing to his professional qualifications he has been held high

by Brazilian circles,which fact enable him to render the Akstrians consider-

able services,all the more so because officially he holds the post of the

Secretary of the blind organization - the Committee of the Defense of Aus-

trian Interests in Brazil. Recently,Dr.Metal was in Philadelphia where he

took part in the Congress of the International Bureau of Labor.Besides his

work of a delegate Dr.Metal held several political conferences to the effect

of winning over followers for Austrian monarchie movement. Next imjortant

personality representing Austrian monarchic movement in Brasil is one Martez

Austrian active agent,living in Säo Paulo.

All these aotive agents of the Austrian movement with Anton Retscek

in the lead, steying on the ground of the legal Committee of the Defense of

Austrian Interests in Brazil,try to seceure for themselves political influonce

through that non-partisen a rule,

other than monarchic

they are against any penetration of/politicaltendencies into the ubove men-

tioned organization,

COMLUNT STIC Tendancy among the Austrian of. South America is to be observed

mostly in Chile and Kexico where it has been started by the agents main-

taining contacts with the Tree Austrian Movement in Great Britain,‚as well

as with the groups,kin to Communi sts,as for inst. Austrian

Austrian Socialists Glub,etc in the United States.

The Chilian group Austria Libre tried to impose its views on the

other Austrian organizations in South America. The group acted through one

Dr.Grunberg,Austrian of Jewish origin,proposing to set up a Central Committeo L

of South American Austrians. The body was set up at a special Congress,but

the most numerous Brazilian group under the leadership of Retechek refuded

to acceed to.
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TheÂseät of the Committee is Nontevideo. It, undoubtedlymaitains. con-

tects with the Soviets,if hot directly,then indirectly through the Czechs

who took great interest in the institution; and from the very beoginning of

its existence tried to control it and win it over to the Czech-Soviet

camp. 4 special role in this connection was to play Czech Minister Ka-

der abek.

Liber al-Chri sti an Tendenoxy,represented by Count Gzernin-and his Austrian

Action in the United: Shtes ‚seems to have sufficiently mmerous followers

in South America.As the movement has been based on the people compromised

in moral respect it does not/play considerable part in the life of South

American Austrians.

The most active agent of Austrian Action in Brazil is one Helmut

Thetter,former functionary of Austrian (Police. Huetter was one of the

first Austrians,who,for personal gain,tried to capitalize, on his. anti-

tlorict attitude. Being well posted as to the Nazis activity, Mustter |

after the severance of the relations with the Reich became on of the in-

formants of Brazilian agencies of importance and succeeded to. cali st

their confidence,to tit,lini ster of. Aviation Salgado Filho,$ie President's

son-in-law Amerel Peixoto and many others.Huetter also asucocedc@ to ap-

proach diplomatic cireles, knocking up connections with the British Bnbassy;

He also tried to. come into contact with the Polish Legation.

Inspite of-all these-relations ,!uetter was arrested by the Braz-

i li an police 'on several occasions under the pretence of having not le-

galized his stay in Brazil.Recently letter was arrested in connection

with the case of the delegate of Political Police of the State of Rio de

Janciro Freitas;charged with for squeezing money owt of German eitizens

and blackmailing them.

Out of all these oppressions Maetter got away safely and did not

give up his political activity. He has launched a vehement campaign and

is still carrying it on against Retschek,zkxxg accusing him of protest-

ing loyalty to "tler.It is obvious that the whole campaign is being moutk
+

curried on in view of fighting down the Maksburgs at the service of whom

423
      



  

is Retschek.During' the stay of Felix Habsburg in Rio de Janeiro. Mater

started a Press campaign against him. Hue&ter is supported ig his action

by the Czechs,who,according to the latest information,use him as a liason

agent with the Brasilian Pross Tor organizing anti-Polish and pro-Soviet

campaigns, as occasion may demand.

It is easyto gather that Muctter is not the person through whom one

could consolidate the influences 'of Austrian Action in Brazil.

AUSTRIAN ORGATIZATIONS:

In groat Britain

There exist following political Austrian organizations:

1. RR AUSTRIAN NDNEMENT rallies almost all communi st elements

or those with communist tendencies,grouped in

a) AUSTRIAN CENTER which is ander all-out influence ofthe

communists who carry on in-their behalf a very energetic propaganda.The

Moscow declaration in behalf of Austria is considered as an indubitable

suvcess of Austrian Communists in Moscow.

Austrian Center is for political indepondance of Austria, com-

pletely reconstructed in social sense.The program of Austrain Center pro-

vides: abolition of prévate property in behalf of State Capialism based

on Soviet patterns.

The followers of Austrian Conter are Austrian with leftis ten-

dencies - mostly Austrian Jews.

The- Movement finds. supjort among some Britishers with the Pre-

sident of League of Nations Union, ck in the lead

P)" AUBTRTAN- CGWUNTPY PARTY

e) AUSTRIAN SOGIAM ST UNION (Verband der Oesterreichischen

Sozialisten) rallying rather communi st skementx than Socialist elements.

a) AUSTRIAN YOUTH ASSOCIATION -- YOUNG ST BAGUE

2. AUSTRIAN NEPRZSENTATIVE COMVWITERR (in short ARG) is composed of

a) london Bureau of Austrian Socialists (AUSTRIAN LABOR PARTY)

„ which until the first Moscow Conference protested its loyalty to "Greater

Germany", and. then suddenly changed its attitude,putting forth the slogan

independent Austria. The Bureau foghts down the Communists and the Tegi-
K
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timists as well.Its program provides - State Socialism.

?), IRADE -UNONISRS

c) AUSTRLAN DEMOCRATIG Wilol left FREE AUSTRIAN MOVREINT in 1945

 

and became its declared foe.In special leaflets it warns before joi ning

FRER AUSTRIAN MOVYEMRNT (Dr.0.H/acht). It ascribes the Moscow Declaration to

English influence.

3. AUSTRIANIBRAGUE (Austrian - Robert mmama;

They endeavour to bring the Habsburgs back to power.They hope that through

-

|

a "spontaneous plebiscite" they will be able to xæxzk resuscitate Mapsburg |

Monarchy. The Catholic justria,according to their opinion,would become

a bułwark of Christianity shielding Burope before Bolshevistic invasion.

4, ASSOCIATION of AUSTRIAN SOCIAL DFMOGRATS in GRRAT MRITAD The

President of the organization - dwywky former Minister Allin.The Society

backs up Austrian Legitimists.

II. IN THE states of NORTH

 

In the territory of the United States are active:

1. TRES AUSTRIAN IDVE®NT,besides the name,has nothbng in com-

mon with the Free Austrian Movement existing in Great Britain.At the head

of the Movement are: former Austrian Minister Dr.Rott and journalist Dr.

Klein.The organizagion supports Otto Habsburg,and publishes a periddical

"Voice of Austria",edited by Dr,Klein, Recently the title was changed to

"Liberation"

2. AUSTRIAN ACTION .At the head of the organization are:

Count Ferdinand Czernin - son of the former Austrian Foreign lünister -

prof.Bartsch,Dr.Langer and others.

The organization consists mostly of former members of

liberal Austrian party and of Christian Socialists.The Press organ of

AUSTRIAN ACTION is "Austrian Democratic Review". Count Czernin is the

advocate of"Damubian Federation",but he considers that the Moscow declar-

ation should be looked upon as a starting point for the action of re-

storing independant Austria. "Me laments that the Moscow Declaration as
€

well as the Czech-Soviet Pact are against the Danubi an Féderation.
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3. AUSTRIAN LABOR COMLITTRB.At its head are well-know politicians

Dr.Deutsch and Dr.Adler. Press organ "Austrian Labor News".

4. AUSTRIAN mont

5. AUSTRO-AMERICAN ASSOCTARION

6. AUSTRIAN SOGCIALISTS CLUB.

The above three groups constitute small factions,politically

akin to Communists.

111. AUSTRIANORŒANTZMTIONSTI

In Argentina there exist:

Society "Austria livre",wrongly named Austrian

Committee .

The honorary presidents of the Society are: former Minister

of Austria to South American countries AntoiRetschek, baron Erb and sakess

Kleiber vel Kleib, Director of the Theatre "Colo na".

The active Presidents of "Austria Livre" are brothers Erb,

sons of the former Chief of the Department of Zaxmmmmm Personnel at the

Austrian Foreign Office,and honorary Austrian Vice-Consul Forsthuber,for-

mer representative of Austrian steel industry.

Austria Livre has no pronounced political countenance.

It comproses,according to its status, all Austrian elements inciepehdantly

from their political creemds - from monarchists up to Communists inclusive.

In Presil

After the severance of diplomatic relations by Brasil with the

Reich and the Axis countries,in various Brazilian cities inhabited by

Austrian citizens there has been set up organizations of so-called Austriacos

Livres.- in Rio de Janeiro by Sho Paulo - by Jeny, and. in Porto 

Alegre - by Grimeisen.

As those groups Were carrying on mutual feuds the Brasilian

Police closed them down in 1943.

The liquidation of the societies of Free Austrians in Brasil
4
was carried out according to the existing laws,which forbid the existing

foreign political organizations in the Brasilian territory.Only beneficiary

4
sociefies are allowed.
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Under these circumstances the Austrian circles of Brazil undertook

the initiative of setting up an apolitical organisation having exclusive

ly in view the defense of interests of the Austrian citizens living in

this country.

At the Congress of Austrians which took place in Paulo in 1943

ister to Brazil

 

resolutions were passed to the effect that the Austrian ]

Retschek initiate conversations with the Brazilian Foreign Office on

the subject of setting up a Committee of the Defense of Anstrian Interests

in Prazil.

In June 1945,the Foreign Office granted permission

 

to organize the Committee under the DE pRorRCJO nos

AUSTRIACOS DO TIRASLI!,

The Committee Ras been authorized by the Foreign Office to car-

ry out its functions defined by its very name.

In reality it the sanction of the state of things existing

since 1958,as Minister Retschek has been running this institution unof-

ficialiy since that time,béing in steady contact with the Brazilian Foreign

Officke ,keeping it informed on the movement of "Free Austrians" in the

Brazilian territory otc.

The President of the Committee of the Defense of Austrian In-

terests in Brasil is Minister Anton Retschek,the Secretary for Rio de 

Janeiro former functionary of the league of lations (delegated by the

Austrian Government) Metal,specialist in social securities,employed now 

by the Brazilian Ministry of Labor.

*The representatives of the Committee in the country are:

in SHe Paulo - former Austrian honorary Consul Puta;in Porto Alegre - 

Austrian honorary Consul Weiss.and in Recife - Hoffmann.

In December 1943,after the Moscow Conference passed its declar-

ation on Austria,the Brazilian Foreign Office authorized the Committee to

issue certificates in the matter of Austrian citizenship (Certidoes de

Nacionalidade Austriaca) to those who may apply for them.

The certificates are to be issued only to those Austrîians who

can secure testimonies of at least five witnesses known to the Committee

%
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proving that they never were members of Nazi organizations. Those certi-

ficates were to constitute a basis for mrzugax the changes introduced in

identity papers (carteiras da identidade) issued to foreigners by the

Brasilien authorities.All Austrians appeared in those documents heretofore

as Germans ,on account of their German passports.Yet,in spite of the promis-

ges of the Brazilian Foreign Office, the administrative authorities only in

rare cases change German nationality into Austrian. This causes ill-feeling

among many Austrians who blame the Cbmmittee for ineffectiveness in this

matter ,which, according to their opinion,is of great importance in the

action tending to regain the independance of Austria.

TRB contes or TE or IN being

run by former Austrian functionaries fights shy of any manifestation of

political nature. For this reason the President of the Committee Retschek

refused to associate the Committee with the Central Committee of all, Au-

strians in South America set up by the Chilian group of Free Austrians

(the seat of the latter is Montevideo) as well as with the

aaskn

"World

_

Austrian Movement!" ‚being organized now and backed up by the Czechs,

Brazilian public opinion has been informed on the World Austrian Move-

mont by above-mentioned "fetter, connected with Count Czernin's gropu -

‘Austrian Action. ietter sm has succeeded to publish in "Diario de Noticias"

the "manifest" of the Movement.

In Merch 1945,the so-called Austrian Combatantes

.

(AUSTRIACOS

COIxmATANTES) come on the scene in Brasil.They declared their willingness

to organize an Austrian unit fighting on the side of the Allies. The pro-

moter of this action has been one Victor Leer Arneitg,financially inde-

 

pendant Austrian,married to a wealthy Brasilian. Me has filed his plans

with the Minister of War from whom he was to receive authority to organ-

ize the detachment which was to be incorporated into the Brazilian Army

later on,on the ground of an admittedly being prepared decree authorizing

the foreigners to serve in the Brazilian Army.

Arneitz has published in the Press a "manifest of Austrian

Combatants" with an appeal calling on Austrian citizens to joi the ranks.

UK _
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The Department of Press and Propaganda,after the under standing with the

permitted

Foreign Office,has not Arneits to use in his "manifest" the

phrase [to the effect that he "has been auhtorized by the Hinistry of War"

to curry on the recruitment.

The results of action have been very poor - a fow can-

answered the call the majority of whom were beyond the military

ace.

Arneitz has informed the President of the Committee of the Defense

of Austrian Interests in Frazil,former Minister Retschek,on his action.

Retschek,however‚refused any support to the cause,going on the premise

that the recruitment is beyond the competency of the Committee.

Besides the Committee of the Defense of Austrian Interests in

Brazil there do not exists here other Austrian organizations.It does not

mean, however, that there do not exist political groups clearly defined.

Those groups cheri sh makkkkx sympathies sympathies for political tendencies

which manifested themselves among the Austrians in Great Britain and in

the United States.

'It is said that Archduke Felix Nabsburg who paid several visits

to Brazil (last time he was here in the beginning of 1944) tried to ap-

pease the divergencies that arose among those groups.

According to the assertions of Retschek, Archduke Felix Habsburg

was carrying on' in Brasil a discrect action on behalf of restoration of

indepandance to Austria (not necessarily - monarchy) ,and endeavoured to

unify Austrian movement for this purpose on a non-party basis.

In Chile

In the territory of Ghile,where the mumber of Austrian imnigrants

is comparatively small (mostly Jews) tiere exists an Austrian society under

the name of "Anstyia Mivre".rollying all the Austrians regerdless of their 

political creed.

On the initiative of this society there has been organized the

Central Austrian Committee for all South American Countries.1%s founders

have been chiefly Austrian Jews with Dr. Grunberg in the lead,;tdeolcgically

im
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akin to the Communists.

The purpose of the Central Committee was to unite in one body all

the organizations of Wree Austrians in South America,so that every society

would fan have

xmt/

tHe

rightto delegate its representative to the Committee .

The number of votes to which every delegate would be entitled will depend

on the number sf the members of a given society (1 vote for every 50 men-

bers).

TI CENTRAL AUSTRIAN CONNIPENE FOR ALL ARIcay couman®s

was constituted at an ad hoc convened Congress.The seat of the Committee

is Montevideo.

Once former Czech Mini ster Kanderabek gwkykuviwuw came to know

the existence of the Central Committee he tried to take it under his prot-

ection and consequently to win it over for the Gzech-Soviet camp,all the

more so that its members were cherishing Soviet sympathies.

En Mexico.

The society "Austria livreÿin the territory of Mexico ,Rmxkxkax has

taken on decidedly pro-communist character.4s its counterpoise an anti-

communist society "Acton por Liberacion da Austria" has been set up.

In Uruguay.

At the head of the society "Austria Libre" in Uruguay there was

Austro=Mangarian Colonel and Austrian Honorary Consul General Babutgchek,

known by his anti-semitic mikikmkmR attitude.Owing to the majority of

Jewish elements in this society Babutschek,under their pressure,was forced

to leave the post of the President.

In other South American coubtrics,and particularly in Perammay,

number

Pern,Bolivia,Colunbia,Bquador, Tenezuela,ete. ,where the mumaket of Austrians

is insignificant,especially that of war-refugees , among whom the Jews con-

stitute the majority,there also have been set up societies under the

name of "Austria Livre" embracing all Austrian elements. However,those so-

cieties do not possess well-defined political face,but stand on the ground

auf Austrian nationality.They endeavour to apss off as non-partisan organiz-

ations,- |

(Biodde Janeiro,0ctober 24,1944,
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à ions. Because; of: the..activity-he „carried ‚on}on-behalf .of (the liberation"

  

 

of France horineurred gut-veu of. the Wichy.Gover ament to- such ane

vent that he was inn-find of (French .citizeaship«Since that)-time «Rather
  

   
Ducatillen,devoted hingelf whollyto.the de> Gaulle propaganda,and "“

ulooming in the United States,Canada and South America.
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th; uma—h of new Catholic, Philunphy based on social Janice. In

  

 

his recently published work-"L- guerre - cette Revblution" he lays
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DUCATIMLOX Jose."Vicent, Doni ni can priest,wri ter. and- orator, collaborating

with the publication "Documents" "SEPT", author of the essay 'on the it
|

present war,ontivled "La guerre", Cette Revolution" and others.

Born in lem, lorth France,in 1669.4After having finished: theological

studies ho joined the. Order. of Dominicanx Fathers., devoting himself to |

a scientific carcer.le lectured at the Colege. de- Tourcoing: duri ng the |

period 1915-18, at the time. of. Gorman occupation. of Fr ance , subsequent ly

at the Catholic University of Lille.

In 1919.he continued his studies at the Colegio Angelico in

Rome,uhere he got his degree-of Doctor of Ziukkuspyky ThedoSy«

During the its present war he declared-himsclf as a decided

follower of General de Genlle with whom he established friendly relat- ‘

ions. Because. of the activity -he carried on on behalf of the liberation |

of France ho incurred disfavour of the Vichy Government to such an ex- ‘

tent that he was depri’ved of French citizenship» Since that time Rather \

Ducatillon devoted himself wholly to the de Gaulle sropaganda, and went

on lecturing in the United States,Ganada and South America.

As the whole Order of Dominican Father s,Pather Ducatillon is

the advocate of new Catholic Philosophy based on social justice. In ‘

his recently published work "La guerre - cette he lays down ‘

* that the present war is the beginning of great social revolution in |

which the Catholic cannot afford not to take part. The world will hot

come back to the outlived forms,. The point of the matter is that the

changes already made and being in the making should go on in accordance

with Christian principles. Hence the necessity to prepare the Chri sti an

for participation in this revolution in order to secure justice and li-

berty for mankind.

The views of Father Ducatillion morsmt have caused live un-

casiness,especially among the Jesuits.It is said that in Canada they

heve organized wermed bands to bust the meetings organized by the Domini-

cans.

against Father

sIn Bio de Janeiro the campaign of the Jesuits
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Ducatillon was of pretty large scope,but its form was rather more

"cultural".

Father Ducatillon arrived in Rio de Janeiro after a series

of lectures and conferences in Argentina and Uruguay. "e planned. to

deliver the same lectures in Paulo,Belo Horizonte and in

other bigger towns of Brasil. The fisst of the series of his lectures

took place at the Association of Brazilian Press in Rio de Janeiro,

on September. 28,1944. For the lecture "France's role in civilisation"

the public came in crowds.The Pross gave enthusiastic accounts of

the-lecture,but at the same time it was announced that the #%% fol-

lowing. lectures. of Father Ducatillon have been postponed on account

of the lecturer's indsiposition.

Ihe real cause ‚however ‚of this postponment was the complaint

of the Archbishop Curia of Rio de Janeiro,which under the influence

of the Jesuits gave the official agencies to understand that the Fa-

ther Ducatillon's action contributes to the disintegration of Catho= ['

ite -unity,all the more so that,in his first lecture ,he attacked openly

higher: French clergy, accusing i% of the lack of patriotism. ‘

Under the influence of the Curia the Department of Press

and Propaganda,it is gaid,asked for the texts of Father Ducatillon"s ‘

further lectures for. consor ship, and the President of the Association |

of Brazilian Press, Herbert Hoses,Catholic, a Geek Jew by origin, re-

fused him the hall for further lectures.
|

Simultaneously, the Jesuits started a Press campaign in the

Cathadic organ. "A UniBo" against the Dominican Order,insimating that

its higher representatives,during the Spanish revolution, rendered

uid to the Reds. The Catholic organ,aveiling itself of the opportunity

attacked all chief advocates of max the new Catholic Philosophy with

George Bernanos,Jacque Maritain and Mauriac in the lead. Moreover,

the popular personality among the Catholics,President of the Catholic

Action in Brazil Amoroso. do Limg, was not spared.(fle writes under

the pseudonim Tri st@o de Atayde).Ne was accused of backing up the

movement undermining the position of the Church. He was attacked in
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conncetion with the article on Bornanos,uhere. it was stated

that Bermnos and the writers of his type fight for. now Christiani ty

the arrival of which is being hampered by. the alliance :of! the Church

with mammon and power.

The Jesuits campaign against. the Domi ii cans' and followers of

"new Christian philosophy". in reference: tov Father" Ducati116n resulted

in this that Brasilian "democratic elements" with the pro-Soviet

paper "O Jornal" have. teken- Father Ducatillon under their protection.

In spite of. the. "indi sposition' of} Pather| Dueatil16n' tho was

frustrated in delivering a sermon in the church of his own Order,

succeeded to deliver an introduction to & series of lectarós on

"Politics and Religion",on: October 3,1944. In that lectire he pas sed

in review political and religious life 14 France during the last 25

years. On October 25,"0 Jornal" inaugurated a series of lectures,in

the Municipal Theatre in Rio de Janciro,on the problems of internation

al politics. The first of the series was that of Father Ducatillon on

"The significance of the liberation of Paris". The big hall of the

Municipal Thoatre was filled to capacity (over 3000 persons). In the

presidium of the promoters of the lecture thore were present official

representatives of. the Ar chbi shop. Curia (to demonstrate the unity of

catholic elemnts),of the Domini can Order s,Catholi c Action,ete. along-

side with pronounced leffist "democrats" withcAssis Chateaubriand

(President of the pro-Soviet Concern "Marios Associados") and the

President of the Students Association Korner at the head.

The lecture itself was the apotheosis of Pris as the hub

of liberty nad Western civilization." The lecture was delivered with

pathos full. of demagogic moments.The lecturer endeavoured to put throug

the thesis that the people of Paris shaking off the fetters of foreign

occupation, suppor ted by the collabarationists, acted on the order of
God, for Christ himself was the martyr of Tiberty. Thus he who'is against
Liberty is Christ, Therefore ;the slogan should be ={ God and
liberty.

The most characteri stie fact was that paying the tribute to,

_
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the hepoes of Liberty Father Ducatillon enumerated by turns: French

people - peagant‚craftsman,worker,as the real vietors;England and

invineible Russia ( adding - mmsxyxumikvan Honki soit qui mal y pense)

and finally the United States and Brazil. To neglect Pélundmnd to

boot,at the moment of recent heroic battle of Warsaw caused disgust

among the present Poles. After the lecture one of the Poles went be-

hind the scones and told the lecturer that the omission of Poland

by a Frenchmen and Catholic priest is a dirty shame,and the Poles will

not forget it. Father Ducatillon had x hell of a time to exèuse him-

self.

After a triumphant reception in Rio Father Ducation left for

Sao Paulo and for other Brazilian cities to go on with his lectures.

On the invitation of h former Minister Jobo Alberto he is going to

xksikk the interior of the country,wksxm under the cover of visiting

missionaries in the unknown parts of Brasil.

Father Ducatillon's action in Bazil is worth of attention

from the fundamental point of view.Owing to a large publicity his

lectures draw in crowds not only snobs but also so-called Brazilian

intelligentsia who are very receptive for all modem liberal tendencies.

However not being well versed in social problems they are not able to

grasp all the subtleties of "philosophy" propagating by Father Ducatil-

lon,and therefore they accept his thesis as overt praise of Communism,

all the more so that Ducatillon stresses himself that Communisn has

in fact become a reality before which nobody can remain indifferent

(communism en effet devenu une réalité devant laquelle personne n'est

capable de demeurer indifférant). Different advocates of Communism

and Soviet regime capitalize on this state of things by identify-

ing Father Ducatillon's conceptions of liberty with Communion.

As to Ducatillon's political views,i% seems that he is a "rea-

list" taking into account the invincibility of Soviet Russia,whXich

fact may account for his dislike to spealt of Polish affairs.-

Rio de Janeiro,October 24,1944,
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STRUBTURE OF THE SCDOL WOMTK AD UOREOWE

ORTANIZATIONS IN "NR stats of PANA:

w The low level of schools on the whole did not further until ;‘ecently

the development of the scope of mental vision of the

2 Brazilian school youth in the State of Parana.School children and students

left alone without care did not show any interest ix either in social or

political problems,all the more so that their entourage at home used to

suppress,conseiously or unconsciously, the impulses of such kind.

The entrance of Brazil into the war has been a turning-point in the

attitude of Brazilian youth on the plane of understanding the necessity to

know the problems troubling the world,and to prepa re themselvesfz; the räle

. . which new generation will have to play in the life of its country.

This accounts for the impetus the youth began to manifest in the poi nt

" of organizations and for their „guzach to all kinds of social and political

workers to whose influence the youth wikk yield willingly.

High School äfiuilät—

High school children can be divided into two categories:

a) pupils at monastic schools,
b) pupils at secular schools.

First category consists of children belonging to the so-called

, . "high society"; they are sons of local dignitaries,"aristocracy",plutocr ats,

* etc.

These «amok—ah take interest almost exclusively in school life

getting ready for "career". They do not possess societies or clubs of their

own. The second category comprises children of the midale class townspeople,

representing more active elements. The pupils of "Colegio Rio Branco" ," C nasio

Novo Ataneu" and "Ginasio Paranaense" (the only state high school possessing,
until recently,
FeoFner on preparation of the youth for higher studies) manifest considerable

activity and initiative. They are practising sports,and at the same time

conducting societies of eultural,social,»olitical and recreative character.

Those organizations constitute centers of building up general views, Joc which,

however, do not take on definite and clean-cut forms.

All kinds of leftist agents try to influence the shaping of those views
«

   

and to recruite from among those youths members of various clandestine a
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"circles".

2, Underpraduates. -

In contrast to school children the undergraduates have their close

faculty associations of medies, technicians, lawyers, agronomists,ete.

The activity of ‚these associations very often goes beyond the limits

of the whxin roa 1 and statutory aims of their organisations, as self-help

in the completion of education,and takes on the forms of social and political

activity.

The tendency to take direct part in the political life of the coun-
has been mani fested by

try in general{theundergraduates of Parana,as well as throughout Brazil,

. . particularly after the 7th Pan-Brasilian Student Congress which took place

in June 1944,in Rio de Janeiro.

¢ The political trend of the youth finds its expression in their anti-

government demonstrations tinted with pro-commnist sympathies, though they

have altogehter false notions of Communism.

Undersreduate Orgeni sationg«~

The undergraduates of individual faculties are organized in the

groups called "Diretorios Academicos".

There are in Parana:

’ . Diretorio Academico de Enzenharia,mkk association of

students of engineering,well organized for the activity in connection with

the studies. They mfblish "Revista Tecnica",scientific monthly, they conduct

courses the aim of which is to complete education of the members,organize

excursions to factories,ete. In political and social sense the

association does not show any activity.

T’he board of "Diretorio Academico de Engenharia" consists of:

Ivo Pereira de 0liveira,President;Wilson Johnson, Vice-President;Osmario Iopes

dos Santos,Secretary;Mario Nascimento,Sauro Bartolomei,Serafim Tolo schen,Joño

Natal Janke,Merio de Mari,Julio de Souża Araujo and Abilo Ribeiro - members.

Diretoiro Academico "Wile Gairo®, association of students of

medical faculty,is an exemplary organization in every respect. They have cab-

inets of their own for medical and dentistic consultation, large library; they

(58

organize scientific lectures and publish a monthly "Panaetrica".
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The association takes interest in the affairs past the scientific seope,en-

dgnvouring to play a part in secial life of the Capital of the Stage - Curitiba;

Between others,the association has lodged a protest against the opening of the

roulette,put over a campaign against raising the prices,ote.

At the head of the association are :Momcir Boscsrdim,Prssident;naneisc§

Oswaldo Castellnei,Viee-Prosident,and Francisco C.Aricta,Secretary.

Centro Academico de Direito,essociation of students at law,gathers

majority of the elements engaged in a strong anti-government and pro-Russi an

propaganda. The board-consists of: Raul Schaefer,Prosident;Pedro Laurindo de

Souza, Vice-President;Gelso Micalau dos Santos,Secrctery;Flavio Ribeiro,Press

and Propaganda Manager;Oney Barbosa Borba,Director "Folha Academica.

Diretorio Academico de Veterinaria, association of students at veterin-

rary medicine. A% the head of the association is Salvador Francisco Basile,Pre-

sident.

Diretorio Aendemico de Quinies Industrial, association of students at

industrial chemistry. The board - Bnio Labatut,Prosident,and Helio Martins,

Tice-Prosident.

Diretorio_ Acndemico de Agronomia, association of students at agronomy

with the President of J.Orontes Celväo.

The three last associations assemble a small number of students,and

'thex‘efore do wkxx not play too important rôle. v

The boards of administration of "Diretorios" or "Centros" are elected

for a period of one year.The elections of the Presidents of individual "M-

retorios" constitutes an event &n academie life.The elections are preceded

by a propaganda campaign carried on with an impressive drive not only in among

the associations themselves but also in the Press. The elections sre carried on

by the so-called "chapas",or faetions which unite the students of individual

faculties. Thus we have - "chkpa evolucioni sta, - independente, - democratica,

- trabalhista,ete. Faction which suceceded to obtain the majority of votes

sets up the administration of the association of a given faculty.

Besides the "Diretorios",being the associations of individual academic»

faeulties,there exists in Parana "Unido Estadual: de Estudantea" which con-

 

tut-eg an integral part of an overall association "ma el ini-tu;
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Until this year,"Unilo Estadual de Bstudantes" in Parana, assembling

x high school children as well as students did not play a very imporgant róle,

confining itseif to a theoretic defense of student interests. The whole acti-

3 vity of the alliance was carried on by the administration clected by individu-

al "diretorios".

This state of things underwent a change after the 7th "Congresso Na-

cionsl de Estudantes,called up by the pan- academic association Nacional,

in June and July 1944.

The Congress took place after lengthy negotiations with the Ministry

of Bducation,as the latter did not want to agree to the proposed resolutions.
convene

. . The delegates resolved then that the Congress will even without

Government's permission what actually took place.

£ The Parana delegation took an active part in debates - the speeches

were delivered by Francisco Cateslluci,Flavio Ribedro,Oney Barbosa Borba,J.

Orontes Galvao,Momero Cavaleanti,Nelson Sampaio,Abilio Ribeiro and Wilson

Johnson.

In acknowledzment of the services rendered at the organisation of

the Congress Francisco O.Castelluci was appointed the fourth Viee-President

of the "Uniäo Nacional de Estudantes" and was given the mandate for setting

' . up in Parana a center with the purpose of bringing together all the academics.

He was instructed to act in accordance with the resolutions passed by

the Congress to the effect that the academies will give their support to the

Government in the domain of foreign and military policy. As to the home policy

the academie youth will back it up,but at the same time they will carry on

their struggle for democratization of Brasil.Besides,the Congress will strive

to create favorable conditions for re-organization of academic institutions

into an active instrument of propagation of democratic ideas.

In conformity with these directives,the Parana delegates,after re-

turning from the Congress,organized in Parana a Permanent Council at the State

Student Association (Conselho Permancnte da Estadual de Estudantes Pa-

;anaenaes),vrhish became since the actuall representation of all the academic

organizations in Parana. a

Owing to a skilfull propaganda,almost all tire promoters of the action

„K   
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| joined the Permanent Council,to wit: on behalf of WUniBo Estadual de Beta

+- enses (UB - Ivo Pereira de Oliveira and Oney Barbosa Borba;
3 +

% » on behalf of "Diretorio Aendemico "Nilo Cairo" - Moacir Boscardim and Oswaldo

Francisco Castelluci;

on behalf of "Centro Academieo de Direito" - Flavio Ribeiro and Homero

Cavalcanti do Quadros;

on behalf of "Diretoiro Academico de Engerharig - Wilson Johnson and

Abilio Ribeiro;

on behalf of MDiretoric Academi co de Agronomia" - Orontes Galvao;

on behalf of "Diretorio Academieo de Quimiea" - Enio Labatut and

Helio Ribeiro Martins;

. . on behalf of "Diretorio Academico de Veterinaria" - Francisco Salva-

dor Basile and Hugo Turquetto. R

The Permanent Couneil consisting of the above-mentioned members

started its lively activity by taking the initiative in calling up rallies

and organizaing manifestations of communist character ,on August 22nd and 23rd,

1944.

The same Permanent Council prepared for the lst Academic Cingross in
October

Parana,which tooke place in Curitiba,in the beginning of $wzykumkax of this

' . year.

* Debates and resolutions of the 1st Academic Congress in Par ans.

The mim of the Congress was to put into effect in Parana the resolut-

ions passed by the VII Pan-Brazilian Congress of Students.

From the very beginning,the debates took on explicitly political

character,shedding light on the anti-government attitude of the youth and

on their pro-Soviet sympahties.

m "Uni o. Z › ant anengeg!t

Ivo Pereira de Oliveira,in his opening address put to criticism the existing

regime in Brasil, claiming liberty and democracy and arguing for establi shing

   

  

diplomatie relations with Soviet Russia,

Orontes Pires Galyso called attention to the necessity of prepar-
+ . .
ation of election campaign,demanding the re-establishnent of the liberty of
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Francisco Oswaldo Gastelluci, the U.B.B.P, Vice-Presidenhstatecl that the

youth would not tolerate the existence of fascist centers either in Europe or

in America.Referring to the promised clections in Brazil insisted on the re-

establisment not only of liberty of speach and radio,etc.,but mmx also of

the right of organizing political partics,which would guarantes democratic

character of the elections.Criticising the Government,the orator asked for

the release of political prisoners and for establishment of relations with

Soviet Russia.

Oney Barbosa Borba brought up the question of the change of the exist-

ing governmental system and of the Constitution of 1937. In the discussion

which arose in this connection, several academies spoke up. They asked for

re-establishment of constitutional liberties and for liquidation of the re-

rgime based mt on constitutional principles,but on the decrees promfilgated by

the President of the Republic. A memorandum on this subject is going to be

sent to the Minister of Home Affairs.

An extremely ertical stand was taken up in regard to the existing

educational system.

The educational policy of the Government has bitterly been attaeked

by the student of medicine and professor of high schools Ciro Pereira da 

"Cunha. According to him,the Government carries on an activity of lowering the

cultural level of the Country in order all the easier to strengthen its posit-

ion. The chief deficiency of the education is unusually low level of qualified

staff of professors.

Francisco 0.Camstelluci backed up this argumentation citing in proof a concrete

example of forcing Professor Julius Palaeiugs to leave his chair.In this con-

nection the Professor's letter was read off; the letter had been published by

"Diario da Tarde explaining the reasons of leaving the chair in Brazil and

taking up the chair in one of Argentine universities.

After prolonged debates the Students' Congress drew up a manifesto to

the Curitiba Professors,which says in pert:

"The Parana students assembled in the first Congrelss deliber-

ating upon burning probelems of the Countryx could not help but launch the

U2
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following appeal:

"At a time when Julius Palacius has been forced to save the

honor of his Country,the Students of Parana salute all those Bras-

ilian professors,anti-Fascists ana Democ#ats who for any reasons

had been forced to leave their chairs. A the same time we wish them to

resume,in the nearest future,their honorable posts.

Availing ourselves of this opportunity,we condemn all those who preserved

in their hearts corruptive Fascist ideals. ife will do our best and will not

stop fichting until they are removed from their posts owing to which they

are able to influence the youth in a corruptive sense.

Realizing fully the very essence of political problems the Students

will not tolerate the sabotage of the victory of Demoeracy by the neo-

Fascist regatmeax regimes introduced into the world by the Fifth Coiumn.

The Students of Parana cherish the hope that after the conflict is

over the democratic principles of freedom of the Press and radio as well as

freedom of political organisations will be restored in Brazil."

Much time had been devoted by the Congress to the struggle for free-

dom of the Press. The Wditor of "Paneatriea",medic al smdents‘monthlyä‘ran-

cisco 0.Castelluel attacked among others Police chicanery towards the monthly,

The Police had confiseated all the manuscripts of the fifth issue of the

said monthly and stopped its printing. It was not until the intervegxtion

with the Director of the Press and Propaganda Department that the whole

editorial material was restored, andi the monthly appeared with de lay.

One of the sessions of the Congress was devoted to honoring the Pr azi l-
ien Expeditionary Corps. The Commander of the local military district, General

Bltor Borges,was invited to this session. The General, to a commonplace ad-
dress,deliverad a political speech in which he stressed aptly the importance
of constructive eriticism which is to be noted in the action of the youth;
but at the same time he pointed out to the pertineney of the Government *s

policy. The mention about Russia and her merits,as a state where communi sm
dpes not exist any more, was understood by the fouth in a wrong way.

Thaponaeaa o_f the uk Students of Porana held on the wlmie' eight.
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apprehension that the new President of U.E.Z.P. Castelluei may bring

208 -

was pretty weak - from 50 to 80 students to a general number of over 1000

gtuden‘cs of Parana took part in the debates. 4

In the matters closely connected with purely school wroblems (text-

books,ete.) or self-help (Students*Mome),and finally.matters of educational

level,professors,ete.only a few students made know their views.A political

tint instead had been set to the debates by a group of a few leaders with

Francisco Osvaldo Castelluei at the head. he group not meeting any opposit-

fon suecceded to put the mentioned resolutions aeross which refrerred to

constitutional libertios as freedom of Press,radio,right of setting up po-

litiesl parties,guarantee of just elections according no provilleges to in-

dividual groups or persons, and finally,establishment of diplomatic relations

with Soviet Russia.

All those motions were passed with the support of few politically

complete

conscious students and owing to the almost/passiveness of the perfunctorily

voting majority.

The debates as well as the voting proved that the bulk of the

students of Parsha constitutes a mass without a clean-cut political face

yielding to the influence of political leaders.

The most important rôle in the Congress was undoubtedly played

by Francisco Osvaldo Castelluei who was elected for the President of "Uni fo

Estadual do Bstudantes Paransenses for the year of 1945.

Besides Castelluei there eleeted as members of the Administration,

for the year of 1945;

Helio Mertis,first Vice-President

Davi da Lus Fontes, second Viee-Prosident

Borba Cortes,first Secretary

Mario Nascimento,second Seeretary

Wanda Kowalewska,Treasurer.

All the date point out that the new Administration will try to

bring about in the year of 1945 a closer rapproachment between U.B.E.P and

the Central Alliance of Brazilian Students - "UniTo de Estudantes".

More cireumspeet elements among the students of Parana harbor

  ___
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persment and political engagements.

- Castelluei has been noted by the P;1i¢e as

a follower of communism,and does not hold a good reputation with many of his

student-colleagues who accounted him a bully.

It is worth while to note that tkm leaders Flavio Ribeiro,Oney Barbosa

Borba and others who played important rôle in students" life have been removed

from the Administration for 1945.

It should be reckoned that they would exereise their influence upon

students" life,bohind the sercen of acadenie life.

Political face of the Academie youth of Parana,

The activity of individual "Diretorios Academicos" as well as the deb-

ates of the first Congress of the Students of Parana prove that the majority

'of the academie youth of Parana has no erystalized political views ahd yields

easily to the influence of extremists or leftists,who incite refractory ton-

dances and carry on among the youth an energetic propaganda by means of leaf-

lets of all kinds,by open letters, short satyrical verses and illegal anti-

gover ment publications.

Those agitators,besides the mentioned activity,aet in the field of

"Diretorios",sport elubs,inculting into the masses of the youth "new ideas"

which they try to illustrate by the ponditions existing in democratic coun-

tries,and particularly in Soviet Russia.

Communi st propaganda is gaining momentum every day‚all the more so

it finds support in legal Press into which they have smugeled their

own men.

Under the inf;uence of this activity there are to be observed among

the academies of Parana two clean-cut communistic or pro-communi stie tendencies

the advocates of which are individual leaders and organizations being under

their influence.

The communist propmoters who consciously work up to the their nims

are undoubtedly:

y Oney Barbosa Borba,residont of Curitiba,Osorio Street, student at law,

member of the administration of"Centro Academico de Direitçjumitoî— of "Folha|
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Academica" and m $hmultancously member of the editorial staff of t‘ha pro-

Soviet daily "O Dia".

As early as in 1935,Borba was arrested for communistic activity.le *

fled from the prison, but was apprehended by the Police and was tried by the

Tribunal of Security. After the gequittal,Borba was placed under Police sur-

veillance mmtezcodtiadt (January21,1938),under which he remains up to date.

Flavio Ribeiro,,student at law,member of administration of "Centro Academico

do Dircito",Press and Proaganda Manager in this organisation. e also is under

the surveillance of the Police. !e was arrested many times for communist me-

tivity.

Enio Læbatut,,President of "Diretorio Academico de quimica Indastrial and

member of the Permanent Council (Conselho Permanente).

Ivo Pereira de Oliveira,President of "Unido Estadual de Estudentes Paranacnses 

in 1944,works as a book-keemer for the firm Sthäke& Bros. One of the most

active agents among the academie xaxit youth.We is also the President of the

so-called Labor Party (Chapa Trabalhista). Was arrested in 1945 for public

disturbances. He is well versed in social work,and in his activity is very

moderate.e wields his influence upon the youth in a communist sense by well

assor ted arguments.

% The communist activity is also carried on among the students by -

Salvador Basile,President of "Diretoio Academico de Veterinaria;

Mogeir Boseardim,President of a medical association "Diretorio Academico "Milo

Cairo";

Wilson Johnson, Vice-President of an engineers association "Diretorio Academico

de Bngenharia;

Metery Baceila, Editor of "Paneatrica",a periodical of medics.

BeinährinnudiochnShe kung se9457

Franciseo Oswaldo Castelluei,President of "Uniao Estadual de Estudentes Parana-

enses for 1945,1s considered among the students as a communist-idealist,who

had thought through a complex of problems and considers communist principles

as a means of improving the fate of the world and that of his own country.
z

Homero Cavaleanti de Qusdros,Melio Ribeiro lerting and others can also be

14
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reckoned among those "idealists".

  
The contact mmmng between the communist agents among the students

of Perana and the communist Party, and possibly

communi st "ee 11 s" in Brasil is difficult to estab-

li sh.

It is rather probable that there is no constant contact of organiz-

ational charaeter among those agents.Aecording to the assurances of trust-

worthy persons, they are instedd earrying on intercourse by letters with com-

munistie centers of Rio de Janeiro and Sto Paulo. This contact by correspon-

dence is upheld by Salvador Francisco Basile,Professor of the University

b @ Silveira,well.communist,xm* Ribeiro and_Oney

Berbosa Borba. +

Liason agents wxm of Basile and prof.Otavio da Silveira are to be

Ilie Mota and Erazmo Piloto,Director of the Pestalosi Institute,brother of

the local Political Police,harboring pro-Soviet sympathies.

It is said that Oney Barbosa Borba maintains correspondence through

Flavio Ribeiro,who being a functionary of the Press and Propaganda Depart-

ment receives letters addressed to him uncensored.

› ‘ Often trips of Ivo Pereira de Oliveira to Mio de Janeiro and Sio

Paulo also srouse suspicion. It is supposed that Oliveira comes there into

contact not only with anti-government elements but with communists as well.

Probably,owing to those contacts,communist propaganda in students Press

increased considerably. The publications of medies "Pansetriea" and that of

students at law "Folha Academica" resumed their activity after two year

suspension at the sign of "a mew era" (nova fase). Both periodicals fight

down fascism,cepitalism and despotism by communist arguments and wor di ng.-

   


